
 Physical  Social  Mental
 Strength - your physical prowess and brute strength  Charisma - your social impact and influence  Intelligence - your reasoning and memory
 Dexterity - your physical coordination and finesse  Empathy - your emotional insight and awareness  Wisdom - your experience and quick thinking
 Endurance - your pain tolerance and exhaustion limits  Composure - your cool and steadiness  Willpower - your inner strength and self-control

 Control the Force Sense the Force  Resist the Force
 Your ability to manifest and manipulate the Force Your ability to commune with and through the Force Your ability to neutralize the Force
 Telekinesis, Energy Manipulation, Healing Precognition, Sensing Life, Intuition Dissipating the Force, Masking Presence

STATS

Rolling the Dice

Harm and Stress

1 Dot - With some effort you can release surges of telekinetic control - 
shoving things, pulling things toward you, or moving things slowly.  You 
can also push your physical abilities.  The effort is great to do this.

2 Dots - With ease you can move things roughly as large as you could lift 
or as large as you are. You can snatch things quickly by pulling them to 
you, and you can send out waves of telekinetic force. You can also use a 
lightsaber safely, and remain awake without fatigue for many hours.

3 Dots - With ease you can leap using the Force, punch or push quickly and 
effortlessly, and deflect nominal blaster fire.  You can heal yourself.

4 Dots - You can deflect most any projectile attack fired at you without 
much effort, crush things with the Force, generate fire or electricity, or lift 
objects un-related to their size, so long as you can see and Focus on them.

5 Dots - You can move anything you look at with some effort, pulling ships 
out of the sky, or crushing the foundations of towering buildings. You can 
shrug off any projectile attack made at you, and you can absorb any energy 
attack into your saber at will. You can disassemble complex objects by 
looking at them, and conjure energy at will.

1 - CREATE A DICE POOL
Stat + Skillset (from 1-10 dice)

2 - ROLL VS DIFFICULTY OR THREAT DIE POOL
GM will give you a difficulty, if no difficulty is set, assume 6
All dice that roll the difficulty # or higher are Successes or “Hits”
All dice that roll less are Fails
ReRoll any non-1 Fail up to your rank in a Specialty
If you roll 3 or more 1’s the roll is Troubled
If you roll no Successes and at least one 1 the roll is a Botch
10’s count as two Successes

The GM might roll a Threat Pool against you, representing the danger of 
the situation or the enemy you’re rolling against.  All Successes the GM 
rolls against you cancel out your Successes.

3 - COMPARE RESULTS
<1 Successes = Nope
1-3 Successes = just barely
4-6 Successes = with style
7-9 Successes = impressively
10+ Successes = The Story Will Change Directions

When an attack is successful, the attacker will roll their Damage Die Pool 
and person getting hit will roll a Soak Roll.
Damage:  Damage of Weapon (+ Stat if applicable)
Soak:  Stat + Skillset  (+ Armor Value)
If the Soak Roll has equal or more Hits than the Damage Roll, there is no 
Harm done - unless the weapon has rules that state otherwise.
If the Damage Roll has more Hits than the Soak Roll, the person being 
attacked takes one Damage Box per Success.

Marking Damage
As you mark Damage to a character start at the Top of their Damage Boxes, 
and make a single slash for a Hit, going down. If you go past 5 Boxes, start 
again at the top, making an X out of each Slash for every Hit.  If you X out 
all of your Temporary Damage Boxes, start marking Critical Damage Boxes. 
If you X out all of your Critical Damage you are knocked out of the conflict.

HERO POINTS 
• Buy Automatic Hits for the Stat you’re going to roll (roll Skillset only)
• Re-Roll all your failed dice on one Roll (including Ones)
• Fuel an Aspect
• Buy good fortune or opportunities in the fiction (Collaborate with GM)

Regained When...
You start a new Session (Starting Hero Points)
Something bad happens by GM choice
The GM offers you bad luck in the fiction
You do something everyone thinks is cool

EXERTION 
Lower the Difficulty of a roll you are about to make using that Skillset
Automatically get Successes equal to your Skillset on any Knowledge check

Regained after rest and time passes in the fiction.

BONUS XP 
Whenever you make a roll at your Bonus rating, you gain the benefit of that 
rating.  Choose your rating at the start of a session, or with permission from 
the GM during play.

Set at Dif 8 - you gain 1 bonus die to any roll at Dif 8, 9, or 10
Set at Dif 9 - restore your ERT for the Skillset you roll at Dif 9 or 10
Set at Dif 10 - Gain 1 Hero Point for making any roll at Dif 10

BOTCHES & TROUBLES
When you roll no successes and a 1 things go terribly.  The more 1’s you roll 
the worse things get.  If you roll more than three 1s the GM will detail how 
your action leads to trouble or danger.

Rolling FORCE STATS
When you attempt to do something with the Force that is above your 
current rating in that Stat, you must spend one Focus and then roll your 
Force Stat + Skillset.
When you roll using a Force Stat any 1’s you roll reduce your FOCUS.

FOCUS
You loose Focus by rolling 1’s on a Force Stat or by In Fiction events.

You cannot roll more Force Dice than you have Focus (A Control of 5 is 
effectively only 3 dice if your Focus has reduced to 3).

You Regain Focus by taking a moment to center yourself and rolling all the 
Focus dice you have remaining, at a Difficulty set by the GM.  All Successes 
regain a Focus for you.

Some Force abilities require you to spend Focus points.  Others require you 
to dedicate Focus - Dedicated Focus points do not affect how many Force 
Stat dice you can roll, only how many you can spend.

1 Dot - you get a bad feeling when something hostile is nearby, and you 
have a strong sense of empathy toward people

2 Dots - you can easily read surface emotions and are highly aware of the 
dangers to your surroundings or actions

3 Dots - you can read thoughts with some focus, project emotions or 
wishes, and perceive your surroundings at a near-supernatural level

4 Dots - you can speak clearly telepathically with someone you have 
a strong connection to across time and space, easily read thoughts by 
focusing your attention, with meditation you can glimpse the future or 
the past

5 Dots - you can keep in constant spiritual contact with anyone you have a 
strong connection to, project images and feelings with your mind, and peer 
into the probability of the future or the roots of the past

1 Dot - you can consciously resist or hide from Force attacks against your 
mind, so long as you’re aware of the attack as it’s made

2 Dots - you can veil or obscure your presence from other Force users; you 
can act against Telekinetic actions against you

3 Dots - you can veil or obscure your presence from living things 
attempting to sense you, and resist energy generated by the Force

4 Dots - you can alter who you seem to be, or become invisible entirely to 
living senses; you can absorb and dissipate energy generated by the Force.  
You can resist any mental or emotional influence, even if augmented or 
manipulated by the Force.

5 Dots - you can vanish entirely from the Force, invisible to any foreseeing 
or scrying;  you are immune to any attacks directed at you via the Force.  
Any attempt to manipulate you or influence you via the Force is a required 
and contested Roll, otherwise you ignore it.

Marking Wounds
Once you take X marks in Critical Damage you can trade them in for Wounds 
and erase them all. This does not mean your damage disappears, it means the 
attack just made against you has serious, obvious long-lasting Harm that is 
worse than just Critical Damage.

You can only take 3 Wounds total. The first Wound erases all X marks. The 
second erases 3 X marks. The third erases one X mark.

Your First Wound is intense and lasts the rest of the scene.

Your Second Wound is ongoing and lasts the rest of the session.

Your Third Wound is scarring and lasts until you can do something about it 
within the fiction to fix the lasting effects.

Shake It Off
In some cases you can roll Willpower to shake off Temporary Damage or Stress.  
This is specific to the in-fiction circumstances and the Player/GM negotiation.

Marking Trauma
Stress is marked just like Damage - starting at the top with Slash marks, and 
going down creating X marks.  If you reach all X marks you are no longer 
capable of resisting and must take a Trauma or succumb to the Stress in a way 
that is negotiated by you and your GM.  If you have 3 Traumatic Conditions you 
cannot continue to resist, and the effects of the Trauma break you.

You can only take 3 Traumatic Conditions total. The first erases all X marks. 
The second erases 3 X marks. The third erases one X mark.

Your First Trauma is sudden and lasts until you can shake it off.

Your Second Trauma is ongoing and lasts the rest of the scene before it you 
can shake it off.

Your Third Trauma is profound and lasts until you can do something about 
it within the fiction to fix the lasting effects.  This might become a Trigger or 
Phobia in the future.


